
 
 
 
 

 
Press release: Epigenetic Test & Healthy Aging at the 4-star superior 

 la pura women’s health resort kamptal 2019 
 

The new Healthy Aging concept at the la pura women’s health resort kamptal near Vienna 
includes a unique epigenetic test with personalised recommendations   

 

How women can slow down the biological clock and 

what genes tell us about metabolic types    
 
There is a place where every woman can find individual inspiration for an optimised, healthy 
lifestyle: la pura women’s health resort, a retreat in the Kamptal valley near Vienna and the 
Wachau river sees itself as a Healthy Aging hotel that focuses closely on women's health in 
a feminine ambiance – the only one of its kind in all of Europe. Healthy Aging is a new 
concept, developed by medical director Dr. Karin Stengg and the la pura team, is the first 
truly comprehensive concept that individualises all relevant aging topics and offers innovative 
and sustainable solutions to slow down the biological clock in future. Aside from other tests, 
treatments and solutions, a unique epigenetic test, developed on the basis of many years of 
research, represents a significant component of the programme. As a holistic analysis for a 
personalised pre-caution, it tests gene variations as well as epigenetic markers to determine, 
among other things, a woman's metabolic, sports and skin type. The objective is to develop 
individual recommendations – for example for weight management – and tips as to how the 
determined biological age can be reduced through lifestyle and nutrition interventions.   
 
This scientific field differentiates between the (static) genome and an epigenome, which can 
be altered dynamically by biological, mental and social factors. "The way we age," Dr. Karin 
Stengg explains, "is only determined by genetics up to 30 percent, fortunately." This is good 
news, because it means that the aging process can be influenced preventively at an early 
stage. At la pura, she uses the "Metabolic Health Panel" and the "Healthy Aging Panel", 
currently probably the most advanced tests, to comprehensively determine a meaningful 
combination of genetic and epigenetic risk factors. The process consciously does not focus 
on checking off diseases – because overly confronting risks and the associated feeling of 
panic is not the objective of the Healthy Aging concept. At la pura, special attention is paid to 
epigenetic markers that can be consciously influenced through changes in lifestyle, based on 
determining a woman's personal metabolic, skin and sports type – as well as to the gene 
regulation of aging-dependant and inflammation-relevant genes. 
  
In the metabolic and aging panel, a drop of capillary blood is tested. This can also be used to 
achieve representative results in the area of epigenetics. An extensive questionnaire on the 
subject of lifestyle and nutritional habits also needs to be completed; both will also be 
included in the analysis. Unlike other tests, this is about an overall strategy that doesn't 
assess genes individually, but instead tests several genetic, epigenetic and lifestyle factors 
that are responsible for particular areas – for example for snacking or a woman's appetite. As 
a result, sensible recommendations can be made as to what actions can be taken in the 
respective areas.  
What exactly is being tested with the innovative epigenetic test in the context of the Healthy 
Aging programme at la pura? On the one hand, it is about determining the individual 
metabolic type – for example how the body handles carbohydrates, proteins or fats. For 
example, if a woman's metabolic type is the "fat type" and she consumes too little fats on 
the basis of prevailing notions of healthy nutrition, her metabolism and the associated weight 



 
 
 
 
management cannot function properly. Also included in the analysis is a tendency to cravings 
or snacks between meals – and the overall projection for weight loss and stabilisation as well 
as the epigenetic status of metabolic regulation.  
On the basis of this, the physicians at la pura will prepare tips for individual and sustainable 
weight management to replace the customary diet. 
The "sports type" can also be determined on the basis of the genes: For example, if a 
woman spends years at an endurance sport like jogging when she is actually more the 
weight training type, she will not experience much success. Because a woman's genes are 
much more powerful at determining what kind of training is good and effective than current 
trends. Inflammation behaviour is also included in the analysis – "silent inflammations" not 
only represent health risks but also accelerate the aging process. The length of telomeres 
provide significant information in this regard: telomeres are located at the end of the 
chromosomes and protect the genome. They automatically become shorter as a part of the 
aging process – if this process proceeds too far, the cell stops dividing itself or simply 
dissolves. This is preventable: A woman's biological age can be reduced with the Healthy 
Aging concept at la pura and for example a metabolism optimisation through a personalised 
nutrition plan. That's what we call good news!  
 
la puraMed Healthy Aging is available in a complete version including an epigenetic test with 
6 overnight stays (from € 2,390). By the way, la pura picks up all guests from the Vienna 
airport or main train station free of charge. 
 
Informationen: 4-star superior la pura - women’s health resort kamptal, Hauptplatz 58, 
 A-3571 Gars am Kamp, Tel: +43 2985 2666-0, www.lapura.at 

This press release is available at our website https://www.lapura.at/presse/ 

There is also the possibility to download pictures.                            

 

About VAMED Vitality World  
VAMED, the international health care group, has been actively involved in the thermal spa and wellness sectors 
since 1995. Using the umbrella brand VAMED Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED is currently operating ten 
of the most popular thermal spa and health resorts, AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld, SPA Resort Therme 
Geinberg, Therme Laa – Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Spa & Lodge, Therme Wien, Bad Sauerbrunn Health Spa, 
TAUERN SPA Zell am See – Kaprun, la pura women’s health resort kamptal and SPA RESORT STYRIA in Austria 
and Aquaworld Resort Budapest, one of the largest health resorts in Hungary. VAMED Vitality World’s thermal spas 
attract more than 3.2 mio guests a year, making VAMED Austria's leading operator of thermal spa and health 
resorts. 
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